Jet-cooled diatomic AlMn has been spectroscopically investigated and is shown to possess a 511i ground state deriving from the Al (3s23p',*Po)+Mn (3&4~*,~S) separated atom limit. This implies that the aluminum atom favors a 3p1~ approach to the manganese atom, a result that is in agreement with previous studies on the related AlCa and AlZn molecules. The ground state bond length has been measured as 2.6384t0.0010 A, a value which includes corrections due to spinuncoupling effects in the X 511i state. It is suggested that the 511i state emerges as the ground state due to a particularly favorable configuration interaction with a low-lying 5111i state that derives from the interaction of Al (3s23p1,*Po)+Mn [3d6(5D)4s 1,6D]. Combination of the atoms in this excited state leads to a strong o-z covalent bond via a 3p~~,-4s'~~ interaction, which causes this excited electronic state to drop in energy so that it is expected to lie within a few thousand cm-' of the ground electronic state. Following a discussion of the spectroscopic results on AlMn, an overall summary of the spectroscopic results on the 3d series of transition metal aluminides is presented, along with predictions of the ground electronic states of the as yet unobserved AlSc, AlTi, and AlFe molecules.
I. INTRODUCTION
In previous reports from this group, spectroscopic studies of the 3d transition metal aluminides AlCa,' AlV,* AlCr,* AlCo,* A1Ni,3 A~CU,~ and AlZn' have provided information relevant to the chemical bonding in seven of the possible 11 diatomic transition metal aluminides between AlCa and AlZn. As noted in the preceding paper,* two primary questions have been addressed in these studies. First, what is the more favorable orientation of the Al 3p electron as the aluminum approaches the transition metal in each of the diatomic aluminide species: 3pcr or 3p7r? Second, what is the role, if any, of 3pv,,-3drM bonding in these species? In the preceding paper evidence of 3p m,,-3drr, bonding was found in the spectrum of AlCo.* In the present paper we extend this series of investigations to diatomic AlMn.
In AlMn the aluminum atom approaches a metal atom with an energetically stable half-filled 3d subshell, 3d54s2, 'S. In this respect manganese is similar to zinc and calcium, which have particularly stable 3d"4s2, 'S, and 3d04s2, 'S ground configurations. In the case of manganese, promotion to the excited 3d64s1, 6D, and 3d54s'4p', *PO electronic states occurs only at the energetic expense of roughly 17 000 and 18 500 cm-', respectively.6 Because of these high promotion energies, the molecular ground state is unlikely to be derived from either of these excited atomic configurations. The ground state of the molecule can therefore be assumed to correlate to the Al (3s23p1,*Po)+Mn (3d54s2,6 S) separated atom limit, which generates only four A-S electronic states: 5Cf, 511, 7C+, and 711.
In the two previously studied metal aluminides deriving from the combination of aluminum and a metal atom with a particularly stable 3dm4s2 configuration (AlCa and AlZn), ',5 the ground state of the system derived from a pr approach of the aluminum atom to the 4s2, 'S atom, leading to *III, "hclak Fellow. ground states. Presumably this state is favored because of a dative partial donation of the 4s2 electrons from calcium or zinc into the empty 3pa orbital of aluminum, resulting in a 3sL3dmv2n-', *IT r ground state for AlCa (m = 0) and AlZn (m = 10). An alternative view of the same interaction is that a per approach of aluminum to a 4s2 atom results in a gdF1 moIecular configuration which destabilizes the o bond. Therefore, if a dative bonding mechanism similar to that found in AlCa' and AlZn' is operative in AIMn, a ground state of either 7111, or 5ni can be expected.
Section II presents a brief description of the experimental approach, followed by the spectroscopic results obtained for diatomic AlMn in Sec. III. Section IV provides a discussion of the electronic structure of AlMn as deduced from this work, while Sec. V reviews the electronic structure and chemical bonding of the diatomic transition metal aluminides as a group. The most important results of this work are then summarized in Sec. VI.
II. EXPERIMENT
The spectroscopic study of AlMn employed the same resonant two-photon ionization spectrometer that was described in the preceding paper.* The metal alloy sample disk was prepared as a 1:l: 1 alloy of Al:Mn:Ti, with titanium added to make the sample more machinable and to prevent it from shattering spontaneously upon cooling from the melt. The sample was produced by placing preweighed samples of the individual metals in an electric arc furnace, as described in earlier papers from this group.7 The presence of titanium in the sample also allowed the spectrum of AlTi to be scanned simultaneously, although no spectroscopic transitions were observed. Numerous attempts to locate spectra in diatomic AlTi using other sample alloys have likewise proven fruitless. The possible reasons for the failure to locate electronic transitions in either AlSc or AlTi are briefly addressed in Sec. V below. 400 ( , 17400 17600 17800 18000 18200 184t
Frequency (cm- ') FIG. 1. The low energy portion of the low resolution vibronic spectrum of 27Als5Mn, recorded using rhodamine 590/610 I:2 mix, rhodamine 590, and Ruorescein 548 laser dyes in conjunction with KrF laser radiation for photoionization. Although high resolution analyses were performed on a number of these bands, only one vibronic progression, labeled as the [17.8] band system, could be assigned.
The existence of only one naturally occurring isotope of aluminum and manganese resulted in a single diatomic aluminum-manganese species, 27A155Mn. The optical spectrum of this molecule was recorded by scanning a pulsed Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser which was used to excite the molecule, followed closely in time by radiation from a pulsed KrF excimer laser (248 nm, 5.00 eV), which supplied the second photon in a resonant two-photon ionization process. The AlMn+ cations produced when the first laser was tuned to a molecular resonance were detected in a reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer, and the optical spectrum of AlMn was recorded by monitoring the ion signal at mass 82 as a function of the dye laser frequency. High resolution (0.04 cm-') investigations of the bands were conducted using previously described methods. l-5 Because all of the transitions examined in high resolution fell within the frequency range of the Z2 atlas of Gerstenkom and Luc,~ the calibration of the dye laser could be performed directly without Raman shifting in H,, as was required in the studies of AlCo and AlV reported in the preceding paper.* Excited state lifetime measurements were made using the time-delayed resonant two-photon ionization method, with the resulting decay curves fitted as exponential decays using the Marquardt nonlinear least-squares algorithm.'
III. RESULTS

A. Low resolution spectrum of AlMn
The optical spectrum of diatomic AlMn was recorded from 11 800 to 20 700 cm-t, but no transitions were observed at frequencies below 17 400 cm-'. Throughout the region from 17 400 to 20 700 cm-' numerous discrete transitions were observed, however. A portion of this part of the spectrum is displayed in Fig. 1 . Although discrete vibronic bands were evident throughout the 17 400-20 700 cm-' range, it has proved difficult to identify vibronic progressions in the spectra of AlMn. To aid in this process eight of the vibronic transitions in this energy regime were investigated in high resolution and excited state lifetimes for the bands a=3 system of "AlS5Mn, recorded using rhodamine 590 dye laser radiation in conjunction with KrF radiation for photoionization. The severe band head in the P branch suggests a significant bond lengthening upon electronic excitation and precludes the assignment of individual P lines.
were measured by the time-delayed resonant two-photon ionization method. Six of these bands were successfully rotationally resolved and analyzed, but only one possible band system was identified, the [17.8] fl'=4+--W=3 band system labeled in Fig. 1 band system. The assignment of the 2-O band at 18 229.3 cm-' is rather uncertain because it was not rotationally resolved, but if it is accepted a vibrational frequency for the [17.8] s1'=4 state of wk = 2 19.7 ? 3.9 cm-' results. The weighted least squares value of the excited state lifetimes measured for the u ' = 1 and u ' = 2 levels of the 0' =4 excited state yields 1.25 20.11 w, corresponding to an absorption oscillator strength of f- O.004 assuming that the only decay process is fluorescence to the ground electronic state.
The rotationally resolved spectrum of the origin band is displayed in Fig. 2 . It is apparent from the intensities of the R and P branches that this is a Afl= + 1 transition and the bandhead in the P branch indicates that the bond is shortening upon electronic excitation. The gaps between the Q branch and the R and P branches indicate that certain low J rotational lines are missing, leading to possible transition assignments of: fif=2+fy'=l, f~,~=3+p=2, R'=4+-R"=3, etc. Examination of these possible altematives led to a definite confirmation of the band as an R'=4cR"=3 transition, and the upper and lower state rotational constants were extracted by a fit of the measured line positions to the standard formula v= vo+B'J'(J'+ I)-B"J"(J"t-I), (3.1) 'Line positions were measured using an absolute calibration based on the I2 absorption atlas and fitted to the standard formula Y= v,,+B'J'(J'+ 1)-B"J"(J"+ 1). Errors are reported in parentheses following each entry (la). lifetimes were fitted using a nonlinear least-squares algorithm. Again, lo error limits are reported in parentheses. CThese bands correspond to the O-O and 1-O bands of the [17.8] n'=4tW=3 band system as described in the text.
Converting the rotational constants to the corresponding bond lengths indicates that the bond shortens from 2.696 ?0.003 A to 2.51750.002 8, upon electronic excitation. The lack of intensity in the P branch (as is characteristic of As1= + 1 transitions) prohibits a true fit of the P branch lines. Accordingly, the spectrum was analyzed by first fitting the R and Q lines and verifying that the P bandhead occurred at the frequency predicted from the fit. Table I, transition, displaying a pattern of intensity in the R and P branches that is consistent with a An=0 transition. In addition, there is little change in bond length upon electronic excitation, allowing individual lines in the P branch to be assigned and included in the rotational fit. In contrast, the 18 973 cm-' band shown in Fig. 4 is again an 0' =4+&"=3 transition that is similar to the O-O band of the [17.8] R'=4tR"=3 system presented in Fig. 2 ated 1-O bands were not observed. This suggests that despite the low density of vibronic levels in this region of the spectrum, gross homogeneous perturbations are shifting and mixing the vibronic levels substantially so that vibronic progressions are not readily detected. In contrast, a rotationally resolved fi '=4+--w'=3 band at 19 849 cm-' again appears as an intense feature in the low resolution spectrum and is likely to be an origin band. In this case, however, there is a vibronic transition located 287 cm-' higher in energy which on the basis of the lifetime and the sense of the shading seems to be the corresponding 1-O band. The high resolution analysis of this band was not attempted, however, because it is located at frequencies beyond the range of the I, atlas.8
All six rotationally resolved bands of jet-cooled AlMn originate from an n"=3 level, unambiguously determining the ground level to be of a"= 3 symmetry. Given that a p rr approach of the aluminum atom to the 3d54s2, 6S Mn atom is expected, this establishes the ground state as the X 511i state, as will be discussed further in Sec. IV. A weighted least squares value of the ground state rotational constants, obtained from the rotational analyses of these six bands, pro- vides Bz = 0.128 08 5 0.000 09 cm-', which converts to a ground state bond length of r: = 2.6970 + 0.0009 A if the effects of spin uncoupling between the R components of the X 'l-Ii ground state are ignored. If one assumes that the molecular ground state derives from a low-spin coupling between the 3p r electron on aluminum (with a?,= 74.7 cm-')" and the 3d5fS) core on manganese, then true B, and r. values of 0.133 83+0.000 10 cm-' and 2.6384 +O.OOlO L% are obtained when a correction for spinuncoupling effects is made. This provides our best estimate of the true bond length of the AlMn molecule in its X 5111i ground state.
IV. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON AlMn
The chemical bonding in the transition metal aluminides has been revealed mainly through high resolution rotational analyses which disclose the ground state bond length and ground state symmetry (a" quantum number). With this starting point it becomes necessary for the experimentalist (in the absence of theoretical calculations such as those performed on AlCut and AlCa') to consider which ground state term symbols are consistent with the value of R" determined to be the ground level and ultimately to decide which candidate makes the most sense. As mentioned in Sec. I, only four A-S states arise from the ground state separated atom limit in AlMn: 5c+, 'II, 7L%+, and 711. The 5,7c+ states arise from the aluminum atom in its pa orientation and would result in a destabilized c bond. The 5,71'1 states derive from the prr orientation of the aluminum 3p electron and are expected to yield the most favorable ground state bonding, as is observed in AlCa and AlZn. "' Assuming that there are no bonding interactions between the 3d7r electrons of manganese and the 3~7~ electron of aluminum, one may write the molecular orbital configuration of the 5,7n states of AlMn as 3dS~,3d~~,3da~,(6S)a23p,~,, 5*711. Further, explicit construction of the electronic wave functions and examination of their spin-orbit matrix elements demonstrate that the 711 state is regular, with the 711-2 component lying lowest and with levels spaced by a,,/6. Similar considerations dem-I onstrate that the 511 state is inverted, with the 51113 level lying lowest, and with levels again spaced by a,,/6. In addition, if these two states are sufficiently close in energy, there exist nonzero spin-orbit coupling matrix elements between them which can cause a departure from the simple behavior described above. In any case, a ground level specified by Ial =3 can only arise for the 511i state, which implies that this state is favored over the 71'1, state.
The question now arises: what causes the ground state to be 51Ti instead of 71T,? One possibility is that some degree of 3prr-3dr bonding exists, leading to a molecular orbital configuration of 3 d S&,3 dc&,dc?, in which the rr electrons are delocalized over the 3 drMn and 3p VA1 atomic orbitals. A more likely contribution that favors the 511i state as the ground state is configuration interaction with excited electronic states. In particular, excited 5x+, 5~i, and 5Ai states deriving from the Al (3~~3p',~P')+Mn [3d6(5D)4s',6D] separated atom limit (which lies approximately 17 400 cm-' above ground state atoms)6 form a strong 3pc+-4sa 2 covalent bond. Given that 3paA+ffM 2 bonds in species such as AlCu, AlNi, and AlCo lead to intrinsic bond strengths of roughly 2.3 eV (18 550 cm-'),2 the covalent 2 states associated with the Al (3s23p',2Po)+Mn (3d64s1,6D) separated atom limit probably drop below the energy of ground state separated atoms, and probably lie within 4000 cm-' of the ground state of the molecule. The strongly bound ?%', 511i, and 5A.i states that result from 3pa-4s~ interaction of the promoted manganese atom (3d64s',(j 0) with a ground state aluminum atom in its 3p(+ orientation are unable to mix with the 711, state that is a candidate for the ground state because of spin selection rules, but the 511i state deriving from this set can readily mix with the 'Hi state that derives from ground state atoms, causing it to be lowered in energy and become the ground state of the molecule.
Furthermore, if one assumes that the (T bonding orbital is similar in the 3d6~,3d71-~,3d~~,(6S)a23p~al, 5~i and 3dS~,3d~R,3d~b(50)02, 511i states, then these two states differ by only a single spin orbital. This is evident when one writes the full wave functions (omitting filled orbitals), which for the a=3 components are and the d6(5D), 511i state differs from the Slater determinant (4.2) which is subtracted as the second term in each of the lines above for the ld5(6S)yr1,5 rri) state by only a single spin Here we have used the symbol -la, for example, to denote orbital (lp vs. n+j?) implies that a particularly strong conthe 3d-,,.,"LY spin orbital and the symbol W+,CY to denote the figuration interaction will occur between these states, which 3p +I,),\ orbital, etc. The fact that the Slater determinant for will tend to compensate for the fact that the 3drn,, and 3prA, orbitals do not overlap strongly. In addition, the fact that these two states are expected to lie within a few thousand wave numbers of one another should contribute to a strong configuration interaction. It is possible to view this configurational mixing as being driven by the electronegativity difference between the aluminum and manganese atoms. The ground state of the separated Al (3~~3p',~P')+Mn (3&4~',~S) atoms is similar to that of the AlCa and AlZn molecules, which have been studied previously.'*' These molecules bond by a dative partial donation of the 4s2 pair of electrons into the empty 3pa orbital of aluminum, with the 3p electron of aluminum remaining in a 3p?rA1 orbital. In the case of AlCa, the electropositive nature of calcium permits significant charge donation to aluminum, resulting in a strongly polarized Al-Ca+ ground state.' In the cases of AlZn and A&In, however, the donation of 4s2 electron density to aluminum is unfavorable because the transition metal atom has a considerably higher ionization potential than aluminum, so that the electron transfer goes in the wrong direction. This is illustrated by the ionization energies of Ca, Mn, and Zn atoms, which provides a convenient measure of their electron donating abilities, with calcium being the most electropositive [IE(Ca)=6.111 eVly6 manganese being somewhat less electropositive [E(Mn)=7.437 eV],13 and zinc even less capable of giving up a 4s electron [IE(Zn)=9.391 eV].6 As a result, one would expect the bond strengths of these species to fall in the order D~(AlCa)>D~(AlMn)>D~(AlZn).
Unlike AUn, however, AlMn is capable of alleviating this unfavorable charge density to some degree by partial transfer of the 3pn-electron of aluminum into the 3dM, core through an admixture of the 3d&,,3drr~3du~,(5D)r2, 5111i state into the ground state of the molecule. By reducing the electronegativity problem to some degree this may enable stronger 4s2 donation from manganese into the empty 3pa orbital of aluminum, enhancing the strength of the resulting d bond. Because of this reduction of the electronegativity problem, the bond strength of AlMn may approach that of AlCa, which is calculated to be 0.48 eV. ' At the present time little can be concluded regarding the nature of the excited states of AlMn observed in this work. This is primarily due to the large number of possible separated atom or molecular orbital candidates for these states, along with our inability to group the observed transitions into band systems.
V. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND BONDING IN THE TRANSITION METAL ALUMINIDES
Having completed the first spectroscopic investigations of the AlCa,' A1V,2 A1Cr,2 AlMn, AICO,~ AlNi,3 and AlZns molecules and the second spectroscopic study of A~CI.I,~*'~ it is now possible to map out the trends in the electronic structure and chemical bonding of these bimetallic molecules. Further, a systematic investigation such as this enables one to make meaningful predictions about the 3d transition metal aluminides which have not yet been subjected to successful spectroscopic scrutiny: Al%, AlTi, and AlFe. 
A. Density of electronic states
For the practicing spectroscopist (and the ab initio theorist) one of the most striking features of the transition metal aluminides is the greatly varying range of electronic densities of states from molecule to molecule. For the spectroscopist this phenomenon reveals itself in the degree of spectral congestion; for the theoretician it reveals itself in the number of excited configurations which must be included to insure accuracy in a configuration interaction treatment.
As described in the preceding paper,2 the integrated density of electronic states of a molecule, N(E), evaluated at the separated atom limit, is obtained by summing the number of distinct relativistic adiabatic potential energy curves which result from alI separated atom limits below a specified energy, E. Because the energy levels of the separated atoms are generally rather well known6 it is straightforward to calculate N(E) at the separated atom limit for practically any diatomic molecule. Such integrated density of states calculations are useful guides for the experimentalist who would like to develop some idea of what to expect in the optical spectrum of a molecule. Molecules such as the coinage metal dimers,15 for example, have low densities of states at the separated atom limit [N(19 000 cm-')<401 and exhibit assignable vibronic band systems. On the other hand, open d subshell species such as Vz, 16TiV16TiCo 16Zr 'YNi'and NbCo' have much greater densitiei of states at %e separated atom limit [N(19 000 cm-')>28001 and are often characterized by vibronic quasicontinua culminating in predissociation thresholds. In these molecules isolated transitions and assignable vibronic progressions are observed only toward the red end of the visible spectrum or in the near infrared.
In the case of the transition metal aluminides this simple calculation of the integrated density of states at the separated atom limit does provide the expetimentalist with valuable strategic guidelines. Figure 5 displays the integrated density of states, N(E), up to an energy of 19 000 cm-' above the ground state separated atom limit for the transition metal aluminides AlCa, AlMn, AlCu, and A&. These transition metals generate particularly low densities of states due to the 5cJaJ loo00 15cnJo 2oolx
Energy above ground state atoms (cm-') FIG. 6. Integrated density of states, N(E), for transition metal aluminides having a high density of states and for which spectroscopic data have been obtained: AIV, AlCr, AICo, and AINi.
stability and low degeneracies of the 3d0('S), 3d5(6S), and 3d"( 'S) configurations associated with them. As a result, calculated values of N(19 000 cm-') for these species are only 30, 206, 44, and 3, respectively. Based on these low densities of states one would anticipate assignable band systems, particularly in AlCa, AlCu, and AlZn. This is precisely what was found in the experimental studies of these systems.
In addition, none of these species permitted the determination of the bond dissociation energy by the onset of predissociation in a congested vibronic spectrum. The density of electronic states at the dissociation limit is simply too small to generate a congested spectrum, and is likewise too small to ensure that nonadiabatic couplings will be effective in causing predissociation. For these reasons it is possible to observe spectroscopic transitions to states lying well above the bond dissociation energy, a phenomenon which is not possible in the remaining 3d transition metal aluminides. Figure 6 displays the integrated density of states, N(E), for the remaining 3d transition metal aluminides which have been successfully investigated in the present series of studies: AlV, AlCr, AlCo, and AlNi. All of these species have been characterized by an abrupt predissociation threshold in a congested manifold of excited electronic states, from which bond strengths have been derived. A quick perusal of Fig. 6 demonstrates why this is so: with the exception of AlCr, in all of these species the integrated density of states grows very quickly with increasing energy, with over 100 distinct relativistic adiabatic potential energy curves deriving from separated atom limits that lie within 3500 cm-' of the separated atom ground state. With so many potential curves arising at such low energies it is not surprising that predissociation finds a way to occur as soon as the bond strength is exceeded.
On the basis of Figs. 5 and 6 it is perhaps a bit puzzling why a sharp predissociation threshold is observed in AlCr but not in AlMn, since at 19 000 cm-' the former molecule generates 111 distinct relativistic adiabatic potential curves while the latter generates 206. It is evident from Figs. 5 and 6, however, that AlCr generates its potential curves at a much lower energy than does AlMn. To illustrate this point we have computed the separated atom energy which must be reached to generate 100 distinct potential curves for the en- All of the molecules which display sharp predissociation thresholds (including AlCr) generate 100 potential curves within 8500 cm-' of the ground atomic limit, while those which fail to display sharp predissociation thresholds require at least 17 000 cm-' of energy at the separated atom limit to generate 100 potential curves. Last, Fig. 7 displays density of states plots for the 3d transition metal aluminides for which no spectroscopic data have yet been obtained: AlSc, AlTi, and AlFe. From the N(E) curves shown in Fig. 7 it seems likely that all three molecules should display sharp predissociation thresholds, allowing a measurement of their bond dissociation energies at the very least. Nevertheless, we have had no success with these molecules. In the case of AlFe not much effort has been expended. This is because it is impossible to use KrF radiation as the second photon in an R2PI scheme with this molecule because of an incredibly efficient two-photon ionization process in atomic iron at this wavelength. This effectively blinds our detector to all subsequent masses in the time-of-flight detection scheme. An alternative possibility is the use of ArF radiation for the photoionization step, but it is unclear whether the ionization energy of AlFe will be suitable for this experiment.
In the cases of AlSc and AlTi considerable effort was spent searching for spectra, but to no avail. In both molecules most of the region from 10 000 to 18 000 cm-' was scanned using KrF radiation (248 nm, 5.00 eV) for photoionization, as were isolated portions of the spectrum between 8000 and 10 000 cm-'. For AlSc, portions of this range were also investigated using N2 laser radiation (337 nm, 3.68 eV) for photoionization, and for AlTi portions were searched using a dyetdoubled dye and a dye+ ArF radiation R2PI scheme. A likely cause of our failure to record spectra in these examples is a combination of a low bond strength and an unfortunate ionization potential. The weak bond strength of AlV (where predissociation is observed to occur above 12 007 cm-1)2 suggests that in the early transition metals the Al-M bond may be quite weak. Given that the promotion energies required to prepare SC and Ti in their favorable 3dm4s1 states are greater than that of V by 9408 and 4445 cm-', respectively,6 it is conceivable that the bond dissociation energies of AlSc and AlTi could be as low as 2600 and 7560 cm-', respectively. Although we did not scan to energies as low as these, another complication is that even if the bond strength were as large as 10 000 cm-', for example, the ionization photon that would be required to observe a transition would have to lie in the interval between IE(AlM) and IE(AlM)-10 000 cm-'. Given our available fixed frequency ionization sources, it is quite possible that we would not be able to find an appropriate ionization laser wavelength to satisfy this condition. Nevertheless, it seems very likely that further studies with suitable two-photon ionization schemes are likely to be successful in the case of AlTi. For AlSc it is possible that the bond strength is so low that spectroscopic data will be extremely difficult to obtain.
B. The ground electronic state--pa versus pm approach of aluminum
In cases where the ground state of the transition metal atom is energetically well separated from any excited states, it becomes meaningful to ask what is the most favorable orientation of the 3pA' electron for the formation of a chemical bond. Once answers to this question are known, the properties (r, , w, , Di, etc.) associated with prr or per approach of the aluminum atom to the transition metal may be used to attempt to understand the electronic structure of the more complicated transition metal aluminides, as well as to make predictions for species which have not yet been studied. Among the AlM molecules which have been studied up to the present time, the ground states of A1V,2 A1Cr,2 AICO,~ AlNi 3 and A~CU~,'~,'~ result from the formation of a 3pa;,-4saM 2 bond, which is created by the 3p CT approach of the aluminum atom to a 3dm4s1 transition metal atom. In contrast, the ground states of AlCa,' AlMn, and AlZn' result from a dative partial donation of the transition metal 4s2 electrons into the empty 3p(r orbital of aluminum, which requires a 3p w approach of the aluminum atom to the 3dm4s2 transition metal.
The bond strengths of the transition metal aluminides fall into three main classes. In the first category, excellent bonding results from the 3puA1-4suM bonding interaction between aluminum in its 3pa orientation and a transition metal atom which possesses a 3dm+'4s1 ground or lowlying electronic state. Examples of this situation include AICU,~ AlCr,2 and A1Ni.3 In copper and chromium, the ground states of the atoms are 3d1'4s', 'S and 3d54s ', 7S, respectively eV].'* The slight increase in bond strength in the transition metal aluminides indicates that the 3paM-4saM interaction is even stronger than the 4sa,-4sa, interaction. This is probably due to the more directional nature of the 3pa orbital of aluminum as compared to the 4sa orbital of the transition metals.
Bond strength
Bond strengths have been measured for five of the eight spectroscopically probed transition metal aluminides. In AlV, AlCr, AlCo, and AlNi, the high density of states permitted a bond strength determination by the abrupt onset of predissociation in a congested electronic spectrum. In AlCu a BirgeSponer extrapolation was employed to determine the convergence limit of an excited state, and from this value the ground state bond strength was derived.
The second class of transition metal aluminides are those in which the transition metal atom has a ground state of 3d"4s2 and has a significant but not insurmountable promotion energy required to prepare it in the 3dm+'4s1 state which is most suitable for bonding with an aluminum atom via the favorable 3pa approach. As a result of promotion energy costs, the bond strengths of these molecules are reduced from the typical 2.3 eV bond strengths reported for AlCu, AlCr, and AlNi. This category of molecules would be expected to include AlTi, AlV, AIFe, AlCo, and possibly AlSc. Unfortunately, it was only possible at the present time to collect data for AlV and AlCo. The experimental bond strengths in these species are indeed lowered compared to those of AlCr, AlNi, and AlCo, with Dz(AlV)= 1.489?0.010 eV and D~(AlCo)=1.844?0.002 eV. In the cases of atomic vanadium and cobalt, the lowest level of the 3d"+ '4s' configuration lies 2112 and 3482 cm-' above the ground level, respectively.6 For AlCo this implies a bond strength relative to the Co [3d8(3F)4s1,4Fg,2]+Al (3~~3p',~Py,~) asymptote of 2.276+0.002 eV, in good agreement with the results for the other pa molecules. A similar calculation for AlV, however, does not work out as well. Even accounting for the promotion energy required to prepare the vanadium atom in the 3d44s1, 6Dl,2 state (2112 cm-1),6 the bond strength relative to this separated atom limit is only 1.751 to.010 eV. As of yet we have no explanation for this anomalous result.
In considering the chemical bonding between aluminum and a transition metal atom, it is useful to begin by considering the aluminum as having a rather inert 3s2 pair of electrons, bound approximately 30 000 cm-' more strongly than the chemically active 3p electron.6 The nature of the bonding of the aluminum to a transition metal will then be governed by the interactions between the 3p orbitals of aluminum and the 4s and 3d orbitals of the transition metal.
In the third class of molecules the aluminum atom approaches a metal atom with a particularly stable 3d"4s2 configuration (such as Ca, 3d04s2; Mn, 3d54s2; or Zn, 3d"4s2). In these cases the molecular ground state does not result from promotion of the transition metal to either the 3dm+' 4s' or the 3dm4s14p1 configuration. Instead, the aluminum atom approaches the transition metal in its 3p7r orientation, resulting in a 3dm3&c?r' molecular configuration. Bond strengths for these closed and half-filled 3d subshell species are more difficult to determine because the low density of states prevents the observation of a sharp predissociation threshold. In the case of AlCa, however, the assumption of a Morse potential for the ground electronic state permitted an estimate of the bond strength as D:'(AlCa)=0.63?0.09 eV,' in reasonable agreement with the results of a high-level theoretical calculation, which provided DT(AlCa)=0. 47-0.49 eV.' This is greatly reduced from the bond strengths associated with the formation of a 3puAI-4suM o-z bond, indicative of a much weaker bonding interaction in this third group of molecules. Although it proved impossible to experimentally determine bond strengths for either AlMn or AlZn, for the latter molecule it was possible to show that the excited state probed had a bond strength nearly 2 eV (14 800 cm-') greater than that of the ground state. This would tend to imply a weak ground state bond strength for AlZn, most likely less than 1 eV. This is consistent with the weak bonding expected for dative donation of a 4s2 electron pair from the more electronegative transition metal atom into the empty 3pa orbital of the more electropositive aluminum atom in the 3prr approach which characterizes the ground state.
Vibrational frequency
The ground state vibrational frequency is also an important parameter which is related to the electronic structure and chemical bonding in a molecule. Unfortunately, the R2PI technique does not readily lend itself to the measurement of ground state vibrational frequencies unless vibrationally excited states can be populated in the jet-cooled molecular beam. Moreover, it is impossible to identify vibrational hot bands in a spectrum unless identifiable band systems are present. This has been achieved in the cases of AlCu, AlCa, and AlZn, where ground state vibrational intervals of AG"',2(27A163Cu)=294. 1 kO.6 cm-': A G"',2(27A140Ca) = 185.6% 1.2 cm-', ' and AG"',2(27A164Zn)= 153.4kO.7 cm -' 5 have been determined. These values show a clear demarcation between the transition metal aluminide that is formed from a covalent 3p(~, '-4su, 02 bond, AlCu, and those formed from a dative donation of 4s2 electrons into an empty 3puA' orbital, AlCa and AlZn. When converted into force constants this demarcation is even more evident, with k(27A163C~)=0.96 mdyn/A, k(27A140Ca)=0.33 mdyn/A, and k(27A164Zn)=0.26 mdyn/A.
The low vibrational frequencies and force constants measured for AlZn and AlCa, as compared to the values measured for AlCu, demonstrate that the dative donation of a 4s2 pair of electrons on the transition metal atom into an empty 3pu orbital on the aluminum atom is not as effective a bonding mechanism as the formation of a covalent bond from a single 4s electron on the transition metal atom and a single 3pu electron on the aluminum. In addition, the vibrational frequency and force constant of AlZn is slightly reduced from that measured for AlCa. The poor bond resulting from the dative interaction of Zn with Al almost undoubtedly occurs because of the unfavorable need to transfer electrons from the more electronegative Zn atom to the more electropositive Al atom to form the 2 bond. Although this can certainly occur to a limited extent, the possibility of dative interaction is much more favorable in the case of AlCa, where an electropositive element (calcium) is in the position of donating a 4s2 pair of electrons into the empty 3pu orbital of aluminum. This accounts for the higher vibrational frequency of AlCa as compared to AlZn, and suggests that AlCa has a greater bond strength than does AlZn as well.
Bond length
Another parameter which may be used to characterize the nature of the chemical bond is the equilibrium bond length, which is determined for gaseous molecules by rotationally resolved spectroscopy. In the present set of studies of the transition metal aluminides, the molecules bonded by covalent 3puAl-4scrMWi~ bonds were found to exhibit sh$ bond lengths, ro(A1Cu)=2.3389+0.0004 ro(A1Ni)=2.3211~0.0007 AT3 and ro(A1Co)=2.383i +0.0005 A.2 These are slightly longer than the bonds in the transition metal dimers that are bound by covalent 4scr2 bonds, such as Ni, (r-g = 2.1542 + 0.0003 A),'* NiCu (ri = 2.2346 + 0.0005 &,I9 and Cu, (rz = 2.2 197) .20 The increased bond length of the transition metal aluminides which are bound by covalent 3p ~~'-4s (TM 2 bonds may be rationalized by noting that the radial expectation value of the aluminum 3p orbital (( rgP) = 1.8 17 A)2' is slightly larger (0.03 A) than the corresponding expectation values for either the copper ((r,,)= 1.763 A)22 or nickel ((r4,)= 1.788 A)22 4 s orbital. This difference is magnified when relativistic effects are considered.
In contrast to the similar bond lengths found for AlCu, AlNi, and AlCo, the bond length of AlV seems anomalously long for a molecule which is thought to bond through a covalent 3pc~-4su 2 bond, with ro(AlV)=2.620t-0.004
A. This anomalously long bond is consistent with the anomalously low bond strength of this species, however. More importantly, the radial expectation value for the 4s orbital of vanadium in its 3d44s' configuration is (r,,),=2.019 &22 fully 0.257 A larger than (r4S)cu. Assuming that this increased orbital radius is directly added to the bond length, it is not so surprising that the AlV bond length is found to be 0.281 kO.004 8, larger than that of AlCu.
To illustrate the correlation between (r4S) and the transition metal aluminide bond length, Fig. 8 presents a plot of measured bond lengths vs. (r4S) for the spectroscopically known molecules AlCa, AlV, AlMn, AlCo, AlNi, AlCu, and AlZn. Table II presents a list of values of (r3J, (r3d), and (r4S), for the 3dm4s2, 3dm+14s', and 3dm'2 configurations based on nomelativistic numerical Hartree-Fock calculations by Fische? ' and Bauschlicher.22 The fitted line through the data points corresponding to molecules with covalent 3pu-4su bonding in the ground state has a slope of 1.176, substantiating the idea that in these molecules there exists a direct correlation between the transition metal aluminide bond length, ri , and the 4s orbital radial expectation value, (r4h.
The AlCa, AlMn, and AlZn molecules, which bond through dative partial donation of the 4s2 electrons into the empty 3pu orbital, on the other hand, are found to have bond lengths that are considerably longer than those expected based on the fitted line through the data points for the AIV, AlCo, AlNi, and AlCu molecules. This is true regardless of whether one uses the expectation values of (r& based on 3.1 2.9 2.1 2.3 L Nonrelativistic (r,,) Radkl Expectation Value   FIG. 8 . Plot of measured transition metal ahninide bond length, rb , vs the radial expectation value of the 4s orbital, (r.,J, of the transition metal atom. The slopes of the fitted lines are nearly unity, indicating a direct correlation between bond length and the size of the 4s orbital in both the covalently bound 3pu,,-4s~~ molecules AlCu, AlNi, AlCo, and AlV, and the datively bound 4s2-+3pa0 molecules AlMn and AlCa. The datively bound AlZn molecule falls off of its line because the dative bond requires unfavorable electron donation from the more electronegative Zn atom to the more electropositive Al atom. the 3dm4s2 or the 3d"'+' 4s ' configuration (the data points plotted in Fig. 8 are based on the 3dm4s2 configuration). The reason for the increased bond length in these molecules is obvious: dative bonding involving a partial donation of a 4s2 pair of electrons into the empty 3pu orbital is not as effective a bonding mechanism as is the true covalent bond that is formed in the AlV, AlCo, AlNi, and AlCu molecules.
Unlike the covalently bound AlV, AlCo, AlNi, and AlCu molecules, the molecules characterized by dative 4&+3pu~ ' interactions (AlCa, AlMn, and AlZn) display a markedly nonlinear plot of bond length vs ( r4S) expectation value. In particular, the bond length of AlZn actually increases compared to that of AlMn, despite a decrease in ( rJS) of 0.256 A in moving from manganese to zinc.2' In the case of these three datively bound molecules, the line through the data points is only to guide the eye, and is chosen to pass through the values associated with AlMn and AlCa. It displays a slope of 1.153, indicating that at least for these two molecules there is a one-to-one correlation between the bond length and the size of the atomic 4s orbital.
The anomalous behavior of AlZn in this plot is almost certainly due to the fact that dative bonding in the sense of 4&,--+3pcr~, goes counter to the direction of electron transfer favored by electronegativity arguments. While this is also the case in AlMn, the electronegativity difference is not so large in this species, and it is possible to partially offset this unfavorable electronegativity difference by partial transfer of the 3p 7~ electron of aluminum into the 3dr orbital of manganese, as described in Sec. IV above. This is similar in principle to the synergistic r-backbonding idea which has been so successful in understanding the chemical bonding in transition metal carbonyls. In AlZn the 3d subshell is full, so this mechanism is unavailable. Likewise, the 4p1r orbital of zinc lies too high in energy to accept substantial 3p1r electron density from aluminum. Thus there is no mechanism available which can readily offset the unfavorable electronegativity difference in AlZn, making for a particularly long, weak bond in this molecule.
C. Ground electronic states-molecular orbital configurations
The observed ground electronic states of the transition metal aluminides illustrate the difficulties of attempting to understand these species with a simple molecular orbital picture. Beyond the usual problems associated with the use of molecular orbital ideas in situations where an intrinsically multiconfigurational wave function is required, the orbital sizes, relative orbital energies, and atomic promotion energies vary greatly as one moves across the 3d series of transition metals. This leads to a situation in which no one set of ideas can fully explain all of the observed ground electronic states.
It is relatively straightforward to account for the observed ground states of the transition metal aluminides derived from the 3d0('S)4s2(Ca), 3d5(6S)4s * (Cr), 3d5(6S)4s2(Mn), 3d"('S)4s1(Cu), and 3d"('S)4s2(Zn) atoms. In these species the bonding either results from a covalent 3puA1-4suM interaction (as in AlCr and AlCu) or from a dative 4&-+3pa~t partial donation (as in AICa, AlMn, and AlZn). It is not necessary to understand the splitting of the 3d orbitals in the presence of the aluminum atom to account for the ground states of these species, since in all cases the 3d electrons retain the angular momentum coupling of the isolated atom, which exhibits no orbital degeneracy (either 'S or 6S coupling) . Hence, it is only through studies of the remaining molecules that the splitting of the 3d orbitals in the presence of ah.uninum can be probed. Despite the fact that eight of the possible 11 transition metal aluminides between AlCa and AlZn have been investigated, it is unfortunate that only work on AlV, AlCo, and AlNi is useful in establishing the splitting pattern of the 3d orbitals of the transition metal when it is chemically bonded to aluminum.
In the case of AlNi it has been established beyond doubt that the ground electronic state is 2A5j2, corresponding to a 3du23d7r43ds3u2 configuration.3 In the nickel atom the 3d orbitals are more tightly contracted than in any of the remaining open d subshell transition metal atoms (see Table  II ), making nickel the least likely of the 3d transition metals to engage in 3pA1-3dM bonding interactions. As a result one might expect that the splitting of the 3d orbitals of nickel in the presence of the aluminum atom would be dominated by physical (electrostatic) effects as opposed to chemical (orbital overlap and bonding) effects. Indeed, the 2A5,2 ground state observed for AlNi is predicted to be the ground state by a simple ligand field model in which aluminum is represented by a unit positive point charge which exerts an electrostatic influence on the 3d orbitals of nickel, causing them to split into the energy ordering 3du<3dr<3dS.23
Although this model correctly predicts a 2A512 ground state for several molecules in which nickel is chemically bonded to an s ' or p ' metal atom (NiCu, '7P19 NiAu, 24 NiA1, 3 and NiH2') , it remains to be determined if its predictions are in agreement with the experimentally measured energies (as yet unknown) of the remaining states of the 3diid manifold of states in AINi. In the absence of high-level ab initio calculations or experimental data on the energies of the 3d&i$ manifold of states, this ligand field model provides the most useful understanding of the 3d orbital splitting available, at least for the highly contracted 3d orbitals of nickel.
In the case of AlCo, the observation of an s1=3 ground state2 that derives from the covalently bound 3dE,( 3F)u2 configuration implies that the ground state is 3Ai, arising from the 3 d r&3 d &,3 d a&d molecular orbital configuration. This unexpected result shows that the 3dco orbitals in AlCo cannot fall into the energy ordering expected from the ligand field model, which predicts that the lowest energy state deriving from the 3d!&( 3F)02 configuration is 3d&,3d&3da&,~, 3@i. At the very least this experimental result shows that the ordering of the 3du and 3dr orbitals in AlCo is reversed from the simple ligand field prediction. A possible cause of this phenomenon is a weak 3pvAI-3drCo bonding interaction, which would tend to stabilize the 3dr orbital of cobalt, favoring the 3d&3d 6~03du~,~, 3Ai state that is observed to be the ground state. An alternative to the possibility of weak 3prAl-3drCo bonding in AlCo is that a weak 4su-3du mixing is occurring, stabilizing the (+ orbital that is responsible for the bonding in this system and destabilizing the 3da orbital. Such an effect would again tend to favor placement of the two 3d holes in the 3du and 3d S orbitals, as is experimentally observed. Finally, the third molecule relevant to the question of the energy splitting of the 3d orbitals in the transition metal aluminides is AIV, which is the least well characterized of the transition metal aluminides investigated thus far2 Based on the observed bond length and the position of the data point describing AlV in Fig. 8 , it is clear that vanadium is promoting to the 3d4('D)4s1, 6D configuration so that a covalent 3pa,,-4suv bond may be formed. Assuming that the 5D coupling of the 3d4 core is retained in the AlV molecule, possible ground states are 5A,, %, , and '2,+, corresponding to the configurations 3 d S$3 d &3 d u$d, 3d&3d&3d&?, and 3d$3d&?, respectively. Assuming that some degree of 3p rAl-3d rv bonding is indeed occurring, it would be most favorable to place two electrons in the 3drr orbital, favoring 5Ar or '2 + as the ground state. As discussed in detail in the preceding paper,2 either case would lead to a lowest energy level of a=0 symmetry and a low-lying level of a= 1 symmetry, as is experimentally observed.
Turning to the 3d transition metal aluminides that have not yet been spectroscopically observed, we note that the 3d orbitals are largest and most accessible at the far left of the periodic table, leading to the strongest possibility of 3prA1-3drM contributions to the chemical bond. In the case of AI%, however, the energetic cost of promoting scandium to the 3d2(3F)4s', 4 F state is extreme (11 500 cm-1),6 making it likely that the ground state of the AlSc molecule derives from the A1(3.~~3p',~P') +S~(3d*4s~,~D) ground separated atom limit. As in the cases of AlCa, AIMn, and AlZn, this will necessitate a 3p rr approach of Al to the scandium atom, leading to a manifold of possible ground states described by the combination of a 3d 6, 3 drr, or 3du electron on scandium and a 3~7~ electron on aluminum. Given that the 3d orbitals are larger on scandium than on any of the remaining 3d transition metals (see Table II ), it seems very likely that 3p~~,--3d1r~~ bonding will occur, leading to a +r?c?, 3x-ground state for this molecule. This possibility is supported by spectroscopic studies on the chemically similar AlY molecule, which has been found to possess the analogous 22, 3C -ground state.26 Further support for the idea that 3prr,,-3drr, bonding occurs in the early transition metal aluminides is available from a matrix isolation electron spin resonance study of AlY+, which is found to have a 4C -ground state deriving from the du* configuration.27
In the case of AlTi, the promotion energy required to prepare titanium in the 3d3(4F)4si, 5F state that is set up for 3pU,,-4SU,i bonding is about 6600 cm-1,6 which is small enough that a covalent bond is probably formed. Again, the 3d orbitals of titanium are large enough that a 3p7rAl-3d7rn bonding interaction probably occurs, making the 4A, state that correlates with 4F coupling of the 3d3 core the probable ground state. This corresponds to a molecular orbital occupation of 3d6&3d ,~i~, and is the only configuration correlating with the 4F coupling of the 3d electrons that places more than one electron in the 3drr orbitals that are capable of 3prAl-3drrn bonding. The 5Ar or 'Cf state that is thought to be the ground state of AlV is generated by addition of either a 3du or a 3d S electron to this 4Ar state of AlTi.
The ground state of AIFe, the only other 3d transition metal aluminide that has escaped spectroscopic study to date, also probably derives from the promoted 3d7(4F)4s1, 5F state, which lies approximately 7000 cm-' above the 3d6(5D)4s2, ' D ground state.6 This implies that the molecular ground state will be dominated by a covalent 3pa-4su 2 bond, but the bond strength will be reduced by approximately 7000 cm-' as compared to AICu, giving Di(AlFe)*l.45 eV (11 700 cm-'). Unfortunately, in the case of iron it is difficult to predict the likely ground state, due to the many possibilities associated with the expected 3d7(4F)u2 ground configuration. Assuming that the 4F coupling of the 3d7 core is retained (which is likely, because the contracted nature of the 3d orbitals leads to especially large exchange splittings, particularly as one moves to the right in the 3d series), the candidates for the ground state are 3dS33dr33du', 4@; 3da33dm23du2, 4A; and the mixed molecular orbital states: and + ( l/5)"2~3d~3d~23du1).
Of these, perhaps the 4C -state is most likely, since on average it places 3.6 electrons in the 3drr orbitals that are available to undergo bonding interactions with the empty 3p7r orbitals of aluminum. This contrasts with the 44, and 411 states, which only place 3 electrons in the 3dw orbitals, and especially with the 4A state, which only places 2 electrons in the 3d rr orbitals of iron.
Although these predictions for the ground states of AlSc, AlTi, and AlFe, certainly remain to be tested by direct spectroscopic investigation, it is also our hope that this work will ' stimulate further ab initio studies of the electronic structure of the transition metal aluminides, including these as yet unobserved species.
D. Ionization energies and cationic bond dissociation energies
In the course of this work it has been possible to bracket the ionization energies of several of the species investigated. These results are provided in Table III These cationic bond strengths are also listed in Table III . The ionization potentials and cationic bond strengths determined from these studies hold many unexplained surprises. For example, the ground separated ion limits for AlCa+, AlV+, AlMn+, AlCo+, and AlNi+ are all AIf (3s2,' S) +M( 3 dm4s2) ,6 which should be perfectly set up for a rather favorable dative partial donation of the 4s2 electrons of the neutral metal atom into the empty 3pu orbital of the Al+ cation. Hence, one would naively expect similar bond strengths in all of these species, although a smooth variation might be expected due to the differences in size (and therefore polarizability) of the transition metal atom, etc. Instead, the bond strengths Dz(Al+-M) vary erratically as one moves across the 3d series, giving Dg(AlCa+)=l.5 eV,' D~(AlVf)=1.48+0.10 eV,2 D~(AlCo+)=0.84+0.17 eV,2 and D~(AlNi+)=1.33+0.10 eV3 IfAlCo+ could be excluded from this series a smooth trend would certainly be found, but there is no justification for doing so that is apparent to us. Likewise, in the cases of AICr+ and AlCu+ the ground separated ion limit is Al+ (3s2,1S)+M(3dm+14s1), with substantial promotion energies required to prepare the separated ions in the Al+ (3s2, 'S) +M(3dm4s2) states which are thought to be most suitable for bonding (0.961 and 1.389 eV are required for AlCr and AlCu, respectively).6 Despite this substantial promotion energy that is required, the bond strength of AlCu+ (1.24kO.02 eV)4 is essentially the same as that of AlNi+( 1.33+0.10 eV),3 and the bond strength of AICr+(2.30i:0.04 eV)2 is actually significantly greater than that of AlV+(1.48+0.10 eV).2 These results are certainly unexpected and remain unexplained at this point in time. It is hoped that further experimental and theoretical studies of the transition metal aluminide cations will lead to new insights which will clarify these questions.
VI. CONCLUSION
Through the present investigation of AlMn its ground state has been established as 511i, which results from the 3p7r approach of the aluminum atom to the 3d54s2, 6S manganese atom. The 3ps-A, approach is favored because it removes electron density from the 3pa,, orbital, making a dative partial donation of 4~~" electron density into the 3paA, orbital possible. Further, the low-spin 5111i state of AlMn is thought to be favored over the high-spin 71T, state which also arises from 3p7r approach of an aluminum atom to a 3d54s2, ' S manganese atom because of a favorable configuration interaction with the 3d6(5D)a2, 511i state of AlMn, which has a strong covalent bond and correlates with the excited Al (3~~3p*,~P~)+Mn[3d~(~D)4s ',~D] separated atom limit. Including a correction for the effects of spin uncoupling, the bond length of AlMn is estimated as ro(AIMn. X sII,)=2.6384?0.0010
A. In addition to this analysis of spectroscopic data on AlMn, a summary of all known spectroscopic results for the other 3d transition metal aluminides has been presented. This demonstrates that when the metal atom is energetically capable of attaining a 3d ""4s' configuration, a strong (-2.3 eV) covalent 3p (~,,-4sa& bond is formed, leading to short bond lengths. Alternatively, in metals having a particularly stable 3dm4s2 configuration (Ca, Mn, and Zn), a much weaker dative interaction occurs, in which 4s2 electron density is partially donated into the empty 3pu orbital of aluminum, which places its 3p electron in the 3p7r orbital to facilitate this interaction. These systems are characterized by substantially increased bond lengths and weaker bond strengths.
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